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Monday, March 4, 1974 
Lo.bos Capture WAC Flag 
~ . , 
'Jf 
• 
(fhotos by 
Bernard Hardin moves for two of his 15 points in the Lobo victory over UTEP 
, that brought UNM the WAC championship and saw the champagne flowing Saturday 
night. , 
Special Election To Help 
Streamline c·onstitution 
By ISABEL FOREMAN 
Lobo News Editor 
Students will have a chance to 
vote on amendments to the 
ASUNM Constitution in a special 
election next Monday which if 
approved will, "increase efficiency 
of ASUNM operations." 
"What we're basically trying to 
do is clean house,'' said Sen. Louis 
Tempkin, "and hopefully, make 
ASUNM more open to the student 
body." 
Proposed constitutional 
changes include. lowering the 
number of credit hours required · 
to run for president, making 
chang·es in impeachment 
procedures, and clarifying the 
duties and role of ASUNM 
president. 
Tempkin will offer an 
amendment at Wednesday's senate 
meeting, calling for automatic 
removal of any senator who does 
not appear at three consecutive 
meetings. 
Sen ate approval of that 
amendment will put a total of 
thirteen constitutional 
amendments up for student vote. 
Twelve amendments have already 
been unanimously. approved by 
the senate earlier in the semester. 
number of credit hours required 
to· run for ASUNM president from 
75 to 45 has been defeated four 
times in' the past. 
"For the last two years we've 
had a graduate student or law 
student heading ASUNM, which is 
an undergraduate organization~" 
Tempkin said. By lowering the 
number of hours, he said, a 
sophomore could run for the 
office and serve as a junior, or a 
junior could run, seniing as a 
senior. 
The present constitution 
Candidates 
Day Set Up 
ASUNM will sponsor a 
Candidates Day Weiinesday during 
which 16 candidates for top state 
offices.will appear. 
In addition ASUNM has written 
all state representatives, who must 
run again to. retain their seats, to 
appear and is utili2ing t~e news 
tnedia to invite prospective 
candidates for Albuquerque's new 
post of mayor. · 
The 11day" will be from 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m in the SUB Ballroom, 
where candidates will be provided 
with 'tables for their campaign 
material. 
suspends powers and duties of a 
senator facing impeachment 
before a senate trial is held. The 
proposed change would not 
suspend a senator until he has 
been tried and found guilty. 
Another proposed amendment 
calls for deletion of a clause that 
says one o' the president's duties 
is to administer budgeted funds. 
Tempkin explained that the 
duties of the president would not 
change. The present constitution 
provides for the president to 
oversee enforcement of ASUNM 
legislation, and since the budget is 
a form of legislation, he said; 
deletion of that section would 
~ "clear up vague terms." 
Also proposed is an amendment 
·requiring the ASUNM president to 
appear before the senate at least 
twice a session. The present 
constitution requires "periodical" 
appearances by the president to 
recommend measures for 
consideration and to give the 
senate information on the state of 
ASUNM. 
An amendment will be on the 
ballot to ch::i:tlge the senate 
quorum. from the present 
three-fourths of senate members· 
to two-thirds. 
"Last year we had a problem 
when five senatots quit," 
Tempkin said. "That left us with 
fifteen, which was a quorum. 
By GREGORY LALIRE 
Lobo Sports E4itor · 
"We knew we had it when with 
a minute left we were up by ten," 
said Norm Ellenberger after his 
team defeated UTEP, 67·55, in 
the Pit Saturday night to win the 
WAC Championship outright. 
That's also when the 15,300 
people jammed into the Arena in 
both sitting and standing positions 
were sure the Lobos had their first 
conference crown since 1968. 
They began the traditional "we're 
no. 1, we're no. 1 chant" at that 
point and when the buzze.r 
sounded many of them continued 
the chant on the court, 
The players and coaches were 
swarmed by the crowd but Norm 
and the boys weren't complaining. 
Bernard Hardin, the leading Lobo 
scorer with 15 points, cut down 
one net from atop student 
shoulders and Wendell Taylor did, 
the same with the other but with 
a little more difficulty. Taylor had 
more success putting shots in the 
net, going 4-for-6 from the field. 
Ellenberger knew what was in 
store for him in the lockerroom 
too, when forward Mark Saiers 
came out of the game in the 
closing moments. The coaches' 
post "arne shower took place 
·earlier than usual and it was 
completely waterless. 
"I knew it was coming," said a 
champagne drenched Ellenberger, 
"when Saiers came to the bench 
and asked me it I was wearing drip 
dry clothes." 
The players got wet too but 
thanks largely to the terrific"trio 
of Bob Toppert, Rich Pokorski 
r 
and Pat King most· of the bubbly 
stuff wasn't wasted. 
The victory allowed UNM to 
equal two of Ellenberger's 
preseason goals-20 wins and a 
WAC title. The Lobos knew a 
victory over UTEP would win it 
all because the ASU Sun Devils 
gave the Arizona Wildcats sun 
stroke that afternoon, 108·95. 
King didn't think knowing that 
fact affected UNM s attitude in 
any way, but Pokorski thought jt 
might have. 
"We knew we had to win no 
matter what Arizona did," the 6·6 
forward said, "but of course I was 
glad to hear they had lost. I think 
it got us psyched up. We knew we 
could take it all in one bundle." 
Some of the players might have 
been too psyched up at the start, 
Hardin for one. "I was just too 
high mentally in the first half;'' 
the man they call ccNard" said. He 
had six points and was only 2 of 5 
shooting in the opening twenty 
minutes as UNM led by but one 
point, 29·28, at intermission. 
''A lot of things happen to you 
in pressure packed situations~" 
Ellenberger said. "We were really 
tight and it tends to deaden you. 
You hear it from the football 
coaches and it happens in 
basketball, too-you get so high 
you can't go out there and stick 
somebody.'' 
The coach also gave UTEP a lot 
of credit for keeping UNM under 
control in the first J1alf saying that 
the Miners' offense did what it 
was designed to do and that they 
controlled the tempo of the game. 
(Continued 011 page 4) 
ACLU S.peakers: 
There Is Reason 
To. Be Paranoid 
ByKARLVERA 
Of the Lobo Staff 
On billboards, on balloons, perched unwinking on the TV 
screen the omnipresent ACLU eyeball is peeking out of a 
40-thdusand•dollar plus advertising campaign whose hypnotic 
message is the invasion of privacy. 
As part of this concern over surveilJance, two ACLU speakers 
flew in from Washington, D.C. Saturday to. hold a pr~ss 
conference at the UNM Law School. Their topic was why, as 
citizens, we have good reason to be paranoid for our dwindling 
individual freedom 
Lawrence Baskir, a member of Sam Irvin's sub-committee on 
constitutional rights, spoke on issues that dealt with domestic· 
surveillance. Dr. 0. B. Towery, a member of the Board of 
Directors of the Centor of Psychiatry in Washington, D C , 
discussed behavioral control techniques. 
Wearing an egregious checkered bow·tie and looking like a tired 
walrus Baskir peered out from his hMvy, cobra·lidded eyes as he 
gave d general rundown of c1andestin~ activities . ~h~t, as h~ 
pointed out, 11Raises question~ o~ 1984 m. most. ~xphctt .terms. 
With 13 governmental agencaes anvolved m pohticai spymg, and 
910 separate data banks (and still counting), all with access to 
personal tecords~ Baskir made it clear that things were getting a 
little snoopy in the land of the free. 
Short, plump,. sweating undl!r th~. television lights1Dr. T~~ery took on the appearance of a baldmg koala bE!ar dascomftttngly 
scanning his new surroundings. Dr. Towery . gave a list '?f 
incapacitating wonder tools--drugs, psychosurgery, electric 
shock-that are. used on mental patients for behavior control. 
Psychosurgery, a euphemism for lobotomy, is any kind of 
operation that destroys . brain tissue. and is, according to . the 
doctor n Just a more sophisticated scientific word for torture." 
Tempkin said the proposed 
amendments will increase ASU.NM 
efficiency by providing umore 
checks on the senate and the 
legislative branch." 
An amendment lowering the 
Candidates for the 
(continued on page 8) 
Since at least one senator missed a ' \.. ~ (continued on page 2) , _______________________ _,' ( coutinued 011 page 2) 
Special Election To H~lp Str~~~!~ne 
"Those who don't work wiil be Tempkm said, Paper ballots are ne "I othe; Jords it's easier to 
(continued from page 1) out of office, but lowering the too inefficien~., . d t channge the con~titution than treasurer, since ASUNM has hired a financial advisor a position 
created by law; deletion of all of 
Article 5, which establishes 
committees already established by 
law; and requiring two senate 
sessions instead of one. 
m~cting, the senate couldn't meet quorum will allow us to meet,." Presently, •f th~r~y stu e: ~~un repeal a Jaw" Tempkin said, since 
for a month." The present constitution calls for 0 ff 1 c e t eh r 0 a ;~n the number of signatures required 
Te mpkin said this proposed for us of an Australian, or secret, requirement means. t ere mus . e for a referendum is greater than 
amendment would work "hand in ballot in elections. Candidates are t~~rty balldots, If~~h namd~e~~ need'ld for a constitutional 
hand With his proposal that listed in rotating order so that no different or er. e amen 1 t· 
· ' · d rotation will be on e ec 10n. senators who miss more than one candidate's name appears at IS pass; • . · · . d An amendment has been "These proposals will change 
the constitution to reflect .the way 
ASUNM presently operates," 
Tempkin said, 
three consecutive meetings be the top or bottom of all ballots. abou~ five different ballots mstea proposed to change this by 
Party affiliations are also listed. of ~hlr~j" t eal senate allowing students to request an 
An amendment to remove the . tu. en s can t'~~in for a election by a petition presented to 
rotation ref!uirement is proposed, leg~slatiOn d by pel~ctiof with the Student Court signed by one 
so that voting machines can be r_e ere n u mf e t th 'of the fourth of the number of students 
d s1gnatures o one en . 1 t 1 t' use · . d t b dy To petition for who voted m the as e ec 10n. 
Other amendments, if approved 
by students, will change duties of 
the Presidimtial Appointments 
Committee in order "to expand 
its role" and establish a term of 
·office for Student Court justices. 
"We've made arrangements to stu ~~ t' 0 1 ·amendments one Amendments dealing with the 
use v~ting mac~ines in. the general ~~~~ 1 of 1~:: number of st1.1dents internal working~ of the. senate 
electwn A~r!l 3, If studen~s h ted in the last election are include deletmg office of ~~~~a~ppr~ove~th .. •m••dm•ol,' woReason To Be Paranoid ... 
ASUNM 
Duplicating Center 
(continued from page 1) that Irvin's sub-committee on to these people there will be 
Towery elaborated with Constitutional rights was going to representatives from the police, 
scalpel-slinging statistics: 400 to open hearings Tuesday about the unions,. computer experts, and 
500 psychosurgery operations a arrest records and the some people from credit 
· · f th • t' government's access to them. companies " / year, the maJOrity o e v1c 1ms 
This was just another one of I added a straw to his drink. being women. ts
Baskir summed up the fearful those personal embarrassmen "Why the mixture of governors 
trend. "To my mind there is a Jot the government has access to, and federal representatives?" 
of God-playing in this-God along with travel records, check "Well, we want to do two 
Xerox Machine Duplicator or Mimeo P
laying with the mind of stubs, bill payments, etc., etc. At things, First of all we want to 
another." the present time there are over 5 stimulate state's rights. Especially 
He went on to inform the press billion records on citizens that in the states these two governors 
-. have been collected by various . are from. You see, states like Jc per copy, 10 or over 
4c per copy, under 10 
8Vl x 11, 4 copies for 1c 
8V.. x 14,3 copies for 1c sales A JOB WITH 
A FUTURE!! 
:- data amassing agencies-which is M a s s a c h use t t s h ave the 
at least an average of 5 dossiers constituency that would support 
for each minuscule individual. really tough privacy laws. As for 
Darting furtive glances over my the federal government and the 
shoulder, I skulked out of the credit agencies, we are qestioning 
Law School and prepared myself the matter of intention as 
for the ACLU cocktail party that concerns the collection of arrest 
was to be held later in the records." 
Hours: ,..lAM..,.--~ 
We urc ~~ young-minded din.-ct Sillcs or-
ganlzulion e•panding inlo the Albuquer· 
que- ttrca. 
Mon. 9-5 Tues. 9:30-5 
Wed. 11:30-1 Thurs. 9:30-5 
Fri. 8:30 am-9 am & 11 am-4 pm 
Gunr£Jntccd stnrting income. employee 
bcnfit.s: complete truining: no nights; 
promtltion from within: guarnntccd 
leads. 
Armng.c u personul interview hy writing 
lo: Mr.R.C.Koon~ 
P.O. Do• 5676, UnlversltySta. 
Fargo. N.D. 58101 
An Equal Opponunity Employer M /F 
Becoming a physician is a tremendous 
satisfaction. 
Let us give you the~ satisfaction · 
that should go with it. . . . 
Whelher you're slill in medical school whh 1he theA.irForccd~snot.He~ndsh•soffic~eslab!IShed 
rigors of three to live years of graduate medical edu· for hun. Supphe~ and •<t.u•pment ~cad•~ avalla~le. 
calion slill 1o be faced, or arc already a praclicing He has many opuons available to hun": hA !rFung 
physician i~s our opinion 1ha1 1he Air Force can patients. Forexample,hecanconsultwu ,11 orce 
offer both professional and personal salisfaction specialists. He also has referral '? other A1r Force 
hard to duplicate in civilian life, facilities via aero!l'edi~al evacuauon. La.st, but !'01 
An overslatement? Not if you consider the least, are the_ sausfacuons that come wnh h~vmg 
·n the opportunuy for regular follow-ups, and a m1ssed spec1 cs. h · · 11 'I Take the problem of graduate medical educa· appomtment rale I at1s pracuca Y ':'• .. 
tion.l~s a period ofymlr life the Air Force can make Whether you ar~ alreadY,• phySICian,, or soo~ to 
considerably easier with comfortable salary and liv· become one, you m1g~t find II cxlremely m:~,resht!ng 
· · d't' ns to find out what the A1r Force has to offer. we 1 mk 
mg ~~a:u•:;, c'omforts aside, the Air Force offers it could be a real eye•opener.lfyou'l.l ma_ilin the ~ou• 
professional advantages. Besides receiving !raining pon, we'd be happy tosendyoudeta•led mformauon, 
in you,r ow,n specialty, you:d be in ~on, tact wi~h 
physicians m all of the med1cal spec1alues. You II 
function in an environment which is inlellecrually 
stimulating and professionally challe~ging. 
No1 all physicians pursue post res1~ency fellow· 
ships. But if you are interested, !h.e .A•~ Force _con· 
ducts them both in·house and atcsv•han msmuuons. 
The physician already in practice ~·!' IO<?k for· 
ward to other things. If you want trammg m lh~ 
practice of 1hc medicine of the futur~, you'll fi!ld II 
in the Air Force, For example, there s emphasis on 
group medicire and prevc;ntive ~e~ici~c, and the 
growing spec•alty of "fam1ly P~YS\Cian .. Whalever 
your itucresl, there are few spec1alttes wh1ch are not 
being prac1iced irlloday's Air Force. · 
The physician starting his practice in civilian 
life has l<l lake inlo accouhlthe cost of selling up an 
office. The physician commencing his practice in 
------------, rAirfotce~ .. nunlti~!i C..CW-34 I I r.O.BoxAF r~cm;~,U.61614 
I. J'lease send me information ot\ the Air fo'or~.:e Ph)·sician Pro· J gram. 1 understand there is nu ubligalion. , 1 I Name . Sox(Mi-(1·1-,I•J..-:~~C'rtLnt• J I Addr<SS·------~-----.--
1 CiiY. I I Sratc Zip l:lhonc J 
J Soc.St..>t:. #. Dateo(8inh _ -I 
I . Health Care at its best. 1 
L----~..!!!!~:.... ___ J 
afternoon by boarding myself in Someone came up at that 
the basement and secretly sipping moment and started to put Baskir 
on some home brew. to task for the red socks he was 
Since I was to tend bar for the wearing with his plaid suit. 
gathering, the question of nabbing Dismissing the importunate drunk 
some interviews with the Eastern with a profound explanation, 
visitors was easily solved. It wasn't Baskir returned to the subject at 
long after the party started when I hand. 
found Baskir resting his foot on "You see, just on arrests alone 
the beer cooler. While I mixed a 70 to 90 per cent of the 'rec~n.ds 
drink I asked him who they were are incomplete. The fmal 
going to bring up before the convictions, whether the person 
sub-committee on Tuesday. who was arrested was innocent or 
"In order of appearance I think guilty, most of the time never 
we'll have Governor Seargent, the figures into the records. And even 
Attorney General, Governor if these people are found out to 
Walker, Elliot Richardson, and be acquitted, 70 per cent of these 
Kelly frm the FBI. After we talk people would be denied a job 
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The New Mexico Daily Lobo is pub-
lished Monday through Friday every 
regular week of the University year 
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the University of New Mexico, and iS 
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opinion is that of the editorial board 
or The Dafly Lobo. Nothing vrinted in 
The Daily Lobo necessarily represents 
the views or the University of New 
Mexico. 
arrested." 
Taking a sip. from his drink, 
Baskir continued. "For most 
minority groups, being arrested !s 
a natural cause of the1r 
environment. Once labeled as 
criminal, these people have had it 
as far as society goes. Look at the 
blacks, for instance. Nine out of 
ten young blacks will be arrested. 
What chances do they have when 
credit companies have access to 
their arrest records?' · 
People were lining up at the 
bar, so I q uiekly switched the 
subject, and asked my last 
question. 
"If factual and statistical 
information has become so 
specialized and classified in 
(continued on page 8) 
Until March 1 Sthl 
Free Thorn-Proof Tubes 
or 
Free Lock & Chain 
with purchase of any new bike! 
BICYCLES 
The handmade bicycle from France 
The Bike Shop, Inc. 
823 Yale S.E. 
842-9100 Hours 
Mon·Sat 9:30-6 Sporting Goods 
• 
0 
..c 
·.S Photography 
University 
of 
Florida 
eleven to four 
M·F 
Elections Commission needs people 
to wqrk on the polls on Mon., March 
11. Persons interested in working .for 
the special election should contact the 
student govt. office. There will be a 
mandatory meeting on Wed., March 6 
for all volunteers. 
Korean style karate classes will be 
held Mon., Wed., Fri. at Carlisle Gym 
room 116 between 11:30 and 12:30 
beginning Mon., Mar. 4. Call John Rice 
at 277·6193. 
" Final date for submitting proposals 
for the Student Research Allocations 
Committee will be March 8. For 
application form see Karen Miller in 
room 106 In the SUB. Grad students 
only. 
The UNM Gay Peoples Union will 
meet Tues., March 5 at 7:30 p.m. in 
room 250E of the SUB. 
The UNM Mountaineering Club will 
meet Tues., March 5 at 7:30 p.m. in 
SUB room 129. A slide show on the 
Sandia Mountains will be given, Call 
Bob Jacobs at 345·6109 or Steve 
Terlecki at 247·8112.• 
UNM Botany Club will meet Tues., 
March 5 at 7:30 p.m. in room 1 of the 
Biology Bullding, Plans for 
re-landscaping the patio will be 
discussed. 
The Women's Center Noontime 
Symposium will be held Wed., Mar. 6. 
The topic will be "Women in 
Construction." 
AU organizations wishing to request 
funds from the Graduate Student 
Association for Academic Year 
1974-75, please submit an Itemized 
budget request to the GSA office room 
106 in the SUB by March 22, 
Applications are now being accepted 
for student advisor positions in the 
UNM residence halls. Applications are 
available at each residence hall desk 
and at the Dean of Student's office. 
For further lnfonnation contact Mary 
Morell, Assistant Dean of Students, 
Hokona Hall, 277·2806. 
A 6-hour canoe instructor's class will 
be held at UNM March 13, 20 and 27 
from 6:30 p.m to 8:30 p.m The class 
is given by the New Mexico .st~te Pa~k 
and Ri!'creation CommusJon. •n 
conjUnction with the Amer1can 
National R~d qross.. F?r mo_~e 
information~ ealt the AmerJcan Red 
Cross, 265·8514. 
- -···----~-· 
Ask 
Peter 
Lawford 
&\bri~IIBIII . · 
INTERNATIONAL 
Hair Designers 
for 
Men&Women 
Moiiiiiain ClUb' 
By EDWARD PATTISON 
The Mountaineering Club, an 
organization devoted to 
interesting people in the 
out-of-doors, offers a wide variety 
of outdoor activities ranging from 
snowshoeing to rock climbing. 
Steve Terlecki, club vice 
president, said that the club 
sponsors trips every weekend, 
which currently include 
cross-country skiing, showshoeing, 
hiking, and backpacking trips, 
"People shouldn't be afraid of 
the name 'Mountaineering Club,' 
we do more backpacking and 
hiking than rock climbing," said 
Terlecki. 
He said notices for each 
weekend's trips are posted at the 
Casa del Sol bulletin board, which 
explain who to contact in order to 
go. 
"You don't have to be a 
member to go on these trips, and 
if there is extra equipment 
available, you can use it," Terlecki 
said. 
A minimal amount of 
instruction on the use of 
equipment is provided for 
beginners, Terlecki said, adding 
that most of the education comes 
through experience. The only 
exception to the minimal 
instruction rule is rock climbing, 
for which there are classes held 
each spring and fall. The classes 
last for two consecutive 
weekends, and this spring's classes 
will take place in late lVf arch or 
. early April, depending on the 
Special Course 
The Albuquerque Area Office of the A special course designed to 
U.S. Civil Service Commission is now help students prepare for 
accepting applications for Junior upcoming standardized tests such F(!deral Assistant positions for 
employment with Federal agencies In as the American College Test and 
New Mexico and West Texas. the civil service exam will begin 
To qualify, applicants must have a March 19 at UNM, 
minimum of two years of education 
above high school, or two years of The eight·week course is 
responsible experience, or a sponsored by the Division of 
combination of both, in addition to Continuing Education at UNM. It 
passing a written test. 'II t T d · f Copies of tile application for the , WI mee . ues ay evenmgs rom 
written test may be obtained from the 7 to 10 lfl room 209 of the 
Federal Job Infonnation Center, 421 continuing education buildirlg, 
Gold Avenue, S.W. or by . calling 805 Yale NE 
766·2&57. Residents of New Mexico ------·---------outside the Albuquerque area may call 
toll free 1-8oo-432·6837. 
UNM will sponsor a Summer Session 
from June 17 to July 25, 1974 in 
Madrid, Spain. Courses are: Spanish 
301·302: ,Advanced Composition and 
Conversation, Spanish 345: Spanish 
Civilization. History 395; Iberian 
History to 1700, History 448; History 
of Spanish Overseas Expansion, 
History 496: Undergraduate Readings 
and History 551·552; Graduate 
Problems. Interested students should 
make hiqulries at the Office of 
International Programs and Services on 
campus. A deposit of $50 is required 
upon approval. 
ASUNM is holding Candidate's Day 
for students who wish to distribute 
campaign literature and discuss 
campaign Issues with students. The 
event will take place at the New 
Mexico Union Ballroom March 6, 
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Candidates running for Governor and 
Lt. Governor will speak on the malt 
around noon. To reserve space, call the 
ASUNM office, 277·5528 or 277·5605. 
A tentative schedule will be posted. 
The History Department and Phi 
Alpha Theta, International History 
Honorary, invite you to public lecture 
on: u Alaskan Harbingers of America's 
Conservation Movement" by Dr. Ted 
Hinckley of San Jose State University, 
7:30p.m Monday, March 4, ~m. 103 
of the Education Building. 
The Advisor for Study Abroad is 
interested in locating American 
students who have attendc<l foreign 
universities for the purpose of • 
obtaining firsthand infonnatfon on 
· various institutions overseas. Please 
contact the of!ice or International 
Pxogratns and Senrices, 1717 Roma 
NE. 277·4032. 
Ho;rstyllng for men may be somewhat new 
fc vou~ but not fO me Betng m I he publ1c 
eyB. !Ve oiwoys been very much con 
cerned \\'lfh NYf appear once--no! juSt 
d good !OOkmg style bul one wh:Ch 1 
could core for mvself on o dn11y basts 
And Markham for Men's Style Innovator 
Cut ond Style lnncvolor PrOduc's ore lhe 
besr I've ever found 
Th1s temarkob!e cut. created for me 
by J1m Moil<hotn. has peffecl shape and 
balance. and complements mv overall 
appearance Of equdl,mporlcsnce 
ore 1he three bas;c Morkhom 
Style lnnovolcrProducls-
Shampoo. Cond1hOner 
HoirConttol-~lholwJih t1 
enob!emolo 
I 
~f; 
..9-' 
no• inn< ore available at: 
7804 Central SE 
(BvtW<'!'n Wyoming & Loui5i.ln.1J 
exclusively by 
appointment 
255·0166 
fibercraft materials 
yarns • fibers • books 
weaving supplies 
looms • assistance 
401 romero, n.w. 
old town 243·0655 
1 0·6, closed mondays 
.. , " ' ' . .. . . . ' 
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weather, 
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this spring, which will depend on 
the availability to the club of 
some rafts. The latest experience 
to be introduced to the club was 
the cross-country skiing program 
now in effect. 
Over the Christmas holiday, 
members of the club w~re engaged 
in various activities, includhlg 
crosS·COU ntry skiing in the 
Canadian Rockies in temperatures 
reaching forty degrees below zero, 
and climbing of the volcanos 
Popocatepetl and Orizaba in 
Mexico. 
Although there are trips of 
somP kind every weekend, spring 
break will see mor<.> involved 
undertakings, Terlecki said. There 
may be expeditions to the Gila 
Mountains, the Grand Canyon, 
and the Bright Canyon area of 
The Club is composed of 125 
paid members; with dues set at 
$2.00 a semester, .or $3.00 a year. 
The club is open to everyone at 
the university, including children. 
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Wyoming, he said. . 
Planning is underway for the 
introduction of river raft running 
J.,ivli Mnirm Loh:~h·r~ 
Fr•:~>h S~~nfuc1d 
Fr'l!sh t:rozma Searourl 
WhulcsuJI! • l~r.litil 
+•-u•-ll~-~u-uK-l<~-u~-~~H-11~-~~"-~"-Ilii-IIN-M·-~"-~H-H-U-·~-··-n-Q IIIII I+ 
I Lunches Daily at OKIE'S f 
i Draft Beer & Hot Sandwich $1 f 
l 11·2 p.m. 1 J.--N~-·N-MY-N•-uv-M·-··-··-··-NN-~M-P.-N.-MI-0~-MI-IIl-·-··---+ 
106-B CORNELL, S.E. 
REAR ENTRANCE 
268·2300 
11 AM to 1 AM 7 Days a Week 
In addition to pizza, 
we now serve sandwiches. 
HOT ITALIAN 
Sausage Sausage & onion 
Meatball Eggplant parmigiano 
COLD ITALIAN 
Cappicollo Cappicollo & provolone 
Salami Salami & provolone 
Provolone Cappicollo, salami. provolone 
(all sandwiches include lettuce & seasoning) 
We Deliver Free to the University Area 
.Patio and Dining Room Facilities 
Add T OC to all take-out orders. 
-15¢ Beer 
in Pepino's 
Family Room 
8:00 PM-10:00 PM 
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 
4310 Central SE 
·Central Location Only 
e·asketbal·lers Have Ball 
(continued from page 1) 
Probably the biggest reason the 
Lobos turned things around after 
a slow start was their change in 
defense from a man·to·man to a 
trap zone (no. 3 defense), Both 
King and Pokorski admitted that 
UNM's man-to-man ''stunk." 
"We went into the trap defense 
in the first half and used it the 
entire time in the second half," 
Pokorski said. "It forced them to 
take outside shots. They got no 
more of that underneath stuff for 
easy baskets," 
The figures back that up. UTEP 
shot a good 48.0 per cent in the 
first half but was· held to a cold 
27.5 in the second. 
S aiers felt his team had it 
wrapped up before the game even 
began because UNM had never 
lost at the Arena this year and 
Hardin . said he never had his 
doubts about the outcome. Pat 
King said the positive attitude was~ 
great, but went on to say winning 
.the contest wasn't exactly easy. 
"What did 'we win by, 12 
points?" King asked. "Well the 
score is not indicative of the way 
tile game went." "I would say it 
was the hardest fought game at 
home we've had all year. The 
Montana and Idaho play off 
Tuesday to decide who meets the 
Lobos. · 
............... 
UNM 
Ariz. 
ASU 
Utah 
UTEP 
BYU 
csu 
Wyo. 
League 
W L 
10 4 
9 5 
9 5 
9 5 
8 6 
6 8 
5 9 
0 14 
Last week's games--
Overall 
W L 
20 6 
19 7 
17 8 
19 7 
].8 7 
11 15 
12 14 
4 22 
Feb. 28: BYU 74, Wyo. 62; Utah 
83, csu 82. 
March 2. UNM 67, UTEP 5.5; ASU 
108, Ariz. 95; Utah 79, Wyo, 70; 
BYU 70, CSU 69, 
UTEP min. fg-a ft-a 
Fozbes 37 
Brewster 15 
Lynum 29 
Bailey 37 
Saffle 23 
Alvarez 13 
Draper 13 
Bautista 33 
Team 
9-15 0·0 
5·6 0·0 
4-15 2-3 
2-10 5·10 
1-4 2-3 
0·1 2-2 
1-3 0-0 
0-4 0-1 
reb. pts. 
9 19 
1 10 
6 10 
6 9 
0 4 
0 2 
1 2 
0 0 
Totals 22-5811-19 29 55 
UNM min. 
Hardin 32 
Hagins 34 
Nava 34 
Taylor 21 
Pokorski 21 
fg-a ft-a reb. pts. 
3 15 
17 14 
4 14 
3 8 
2 
Bullit Bautista: Miner guard Beto 
Bajltista tries to force his way 
between Bernard Hardin (21) and 
Rich Pokorski but missed the shot 
before 15,300 at the Arena 
Saturday night. 
~~~~~~~~=~~=~~~~~~~:~~~ Miners are a real physical team. I thought Bill Hagins did a great job 
on the boards for us (getting 17 
rebounds)." 
Saiers 27 
King 19 
Battle 2 
Topper! 6 
5-9 5-11 
7-8 0-0 
5-12 4-4 
4-6 0·0 
2-3 1-3 
2-5 0-0 
0-2 3-l'i 
o-o 2-2 
0-1 2·2 
0-1 0-0 
o-1 o-o 
2 
2 
0 
0 
5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
0 
0 
Fie I d goal percentages: UTEP 
48.0 half, 37.4 game, UNM 60.0 
half, 52.0 game. Turnovers: UTEP 
11 UNM 17. Assists: UTEP 16 
UNM 14. Personal fouls: UTEP 24 
UNM 21 . 
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1123 CENTRAL N.E. ALBvN.M. 
765 •5305 
Patterson 2 
Kruse 2 
Team 
Totals 25-4817-27 
1 
3 
8 
45 67 
Only a month ago UNM was 
having its troubles. The Lobos had 
lost five games on the road, the 
last two to Florida State and 
Stetson during the miserable 
Florida trip. That was the low 
point of the season, and the time 
the UNM players had their own 
meeting. 
Tracksters Third 
"We knew we had to regroup," 
King recalled. "After the Florida 
games we had a big team meeting, 
just us players. Everybody said 
what they thought was 
wrong-not playing enough, 
somebody going one-on-one too 
much, etc. I really think it helped. 
We worked things out well enough 
to go beat BYU." 
And to win the WAC 
championship . 
"No senior in the country has a 
feeling like I have now," Gabe 
Nava said after the big win. "It 
was my last home game; what a 
way to go out! It's beautiful. 
We've peaked at the right time." 
"Now, it's on to Pocatello!" 
Nava shouted. 
UNM will play the winner of 
the Big Sky Conference next 
Saturday in Pocatello, Idaho. 
,By HAROLD SMITH 
Ofthe Lobo Staff 
The blistering efforts of 
Michael Solomon and the soaring 
success of Ingemar Jernberg 
produced new WAC indoor 
records in the 600 yard run and 
the pole vault Friday. 
Jernb'erg, Solomon and the rest 
of the Lobo track squad blazed 
their way to a third place finish in 
the WAC indoor track 
championships held last Thursday 
and Friday nights at Tingley 
Coliseum. UTEP won the team 
honors by one point over BYU, 
107-106. UNM had 101'h. 
Friday evening Jernberg 
soundly out-vaulted his nearest 
competitors by clearing the bar at 
16'4". The old record set by three 
previous WAC athletes was 
16'111~". BYU's Richard Yates and 
UTEP's Larry Jesse both beat the 
old record height by half an inch, 
but it was not good enough 
Gymnasts Roll BYU 
By DEL JONES scoring 9.2 and 9.05 respectively, 
Of the Lobo Staff Dave Repp, Vic Randazzo, and 
Despite the absence of key Larry Chico swept the still rings 
performer Len Kravitz the UNM each exceeding the magic 9.0. 
gymnastics team scored a year Repp won the event with a 9.2, 
highpointtotalontheirwaytoa but the real surprise was 
WAC victory over BYU Randazzo who had shoulder 
161.3·157.45 Friday night in trouble earlier in the week and 
Johnson Gym 
Kravitz had jammed his back was a question mark as to whether 
vaulting in last week's meet with • he would . compete .at all. He 
California, and Rusty Mitchell scored a 9:1. Larrr Chico rou';'ded 
decided to keep him out in hopes off the strmg of high scores With a 
ihat he would be in peak 9•05· 
condition for the WAC The Lobos' best event though 
championship in two weeks. . was the parallel bars where they 
Nevertheless the Lobos runassed ran up 27.5 points. Dave Repp 
an excess of 160 points which won the event with a rare 9 4 
Mitchell has claimed all year is his while Dave Chandler took thi;d 
team's goal. with an equally great 9.3. 
All•around man Dave Repp also 
had his best meet of the season, 
scoring 53.85, which was only .05 
short of his eareer high set last 
year. . 
"The magic barrier is 54 
points," said a happy Repp, "and 
I haven't been able to beat that 
yet. I hope to at the WAC finals." 
The Lobos won every event but 
floor exercise, with a two point 
victory in pommel horse. Chuck 
Walter and senior Ray Duplessis 
finished one-two in that event 
Doug Day won the horizontal 
bar with a 9.1, followed by Repp 
at 9.0. 
Dave Repp outscored Werner 
Hoeger in all•around 53.85·51. 75. 
Hoeger is expected to be the main 
barrier in Repp's path for a fourth 
WAC all;around championship. 
"Hoeger crune up -to me after 
the meet," sa1d Repp and said 
that he wasn't going to miss at the 
WAC finals. I guess it was sort of a 
warning to .me." 
against tlie perfect form of 
Jernberg. 
Solomon blitzed through the 
600 yard run in 1:09.6. The 600 
was almost entirely a New Mexico 
event with Lobos Matt Henry and 
Elliot Skinner coming in second 
and fourth, respectively. Bob 
Perry of CSU was third. The old 
record in the 1 'h lap contest was 
set in 1971 by Reid Cole of UNM . 
Texas·El Paso's distance medley 
relay quartet established a third 
new WAC indoor record of the 
weekend by beating the old time 
with a 9:54 4 The old record, 
9:59.0, was set by the Miners in 
19 7 0. Jesse Kemp, Ernest 
Martinez, Larry Brown and Wilson 
Waigwa were the winners. 
Thursday night the Lobos had 
led the team standings behind the 
performances of Solomon in the 
440 yard dash and Robert Nance 
and Tom Kent in the long jump. 
WAC indoor champions 
determined Friday included Chris 
Garpenborg of UTEP with a :6.0 
60 yard dash, Ken Godfrey of 
CSU with a :7.5 in the 60 _yard 
high hurdles, Han Hoglund of 
UTEP with a 65'6" shot put and 
Sigurd Langelund of BYU with a 
51 '91h" triple jump. Others pacing 
their events were Paul Cummings 
of BYU with a 20:09.6 1000 yard 
run, UTEP's two mile relay team 
with a time of 7 :43.0, Wilson 
Waigwa of UTEP with a 4:12.1 
one mile run and Ray Lisby of 
CSU with a 7'0" high jump. 
The last race was the one mile 
relay. UNM's Fred James, Matt 
Henry, Elliot Skinner :md Michael 
Solomon lived up to their recent 
winning style by outlasting a 
persistent UTEP team Their 
championship time was 3:14.7. 
Presiding at the meet was the 
former great UNM speedster, 
Adolph Plummer, He removed his 
gray cowboy hat to take an 
honorary lap around the red 
wooden track. His still youthful 
frrune strided easily around the 
Coliseum while he waved to the 
crowd. Many of the' Lobo track 
fans present could probably 
.picture the former All-American 
breakin~ thEt tape. 
Next· year the cleatless shoes 
and smell of balm will be hosted 
by Salt Lake City. 
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Wrestlers··rake· 3rd; 
Romero, Seals Win 
Two Lobos won individual 
titles and UNM placed third as a 
team in the WAC wrestling 
championships held at Tempe 
·Thursday and Friday. Favorite 
BY:U was second while dark horse 
Colorado State was' the winner, 
getting its first conference 
Iowa, by taking runnerup spots. 
This year the consolation winners 
(or third place finishers) will also 
represent their schools in. the 
NCAA. Previously, the WAC was 
allowed only two entries per 
weight classification, 
grappling title ever, WAC Championship matches 
The Lobo champs were Dave 118 pounds-Rich Dawson, CSU 
Romero at 126 pounds and dec. Bruce Geier, Utah, 9-5. 
Milton Seals in the heavyweight 126-DAVE ROMERO, UNM, 
division. By routing Utah's Mike dec. Mil<e Burns, Utah, 8-1. 
Burns, 8-1, in the finals,. Romero 134-Brad Warrick, Wyo., dec. 
became only the seventh wrestler, ROY DEVORE, UNM 6-5. 
in conference history to win three 142-Tom Williams, CSU, sup. 
individual championships. dec. John Hanshaw Ariz., 16-0. 
Seals pinned his man at 4:20 in 150-Dennis Whimpey, BYU, dec. 
the championship match to finally Gary B I oss er, C S U, 9-5 
get a heavyweight crown. The last 158-Jody Sloan, Wyo., dec. Mark 
two years as a freshman and Hansen, BYU, 14-10. 16'7-Lonnie 
WAC Champ: Heavyweight sophomore, UNM s big man has Seufer, CSU, dec. John Needham 
Milton Seals (above) was one of been runnerup in the WAC meets. Utah, ll-4. 177 Mike Hansen, 
two Lobos to win individual Two other Lobos-Roy DeVore B YU, pinned BRUCE DAVIS, 
l . 
LfirtGELLS 
ART SUP.PLY 
COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY 
RUB·ON TRANSFER LETTERING 
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/ 
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER BOARD 
STENCILING MATERIALS/CLAY/ 
WOOD CARVING TOOLS/CRAFT/ 
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES 
DRAFTING SUPPLifS AND PAPERS 
FINE CUSTOM FRAMING 
METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES 
2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266·3211 
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM 
3600 4th ST. N. W. 344-5002 
WAC wrestling championships andBruceDavis-qualifiedforthe UNM, 7:50 Heavyweight-
last Friday. Dave Romero at 126 NCAA Championships, which will MILTON SEALS, UNM, pinned it'"""'""-''"'""""""""""""'""'"-"'""'"'"""""""""""-"""""" 
d h h be held March 14-16 in Ames, Pete Clark, CSU, 4:20. ; poU!J s wast e ot er. • 
Lobos Hit Highlands I 
By GREGORY LALIRE 
Lobo Sports Editor 
By pushing across a run in the 
eighth inning of the final game 
Saturday, New Mexico Highlands 
edged the UNM baseballers 6·5 
and salvaged one victory in the 
season opening series for both 
clubs played at Lobo Field. 
Friday afternoon Lobo hitters 
pounded out 16 hits and battered 
NMHU 9-2 and in the opening 
game of Saturday's doubleheader 
UNM won 6-2 behind the five-hit 
pitching of Rich Olson and Jim 
Weber. 
211 people (estimated official 
count) took advantage of sunny, 
dustless, windless weather. For 
the twinbill 61 people were on 
hand at the start, but less than 20 
were still there when NMHU 
sneaked in a run to win the 
second game amid a minor dust 
storm 
Highly regarded JC transfer 
Doug Johnson started for the 
Lobos Friday but lasted only four 
and a third innings giving up seven 
hits and two runs. Kent Seaman, 
2-2 last season, came on and 
picked up the win, pitching three 
fifth. His counterpart on NMHU, 
Vinnie Schaub tried to make a 
diving catch on what was little 
more than a pop up to the right 
place in right. Schaub failed and 
the ball rolled all the way to the 
fence allowing Pettenuzzo to 
circle the bases, 
The Lobos added two runs in 
the sixth and four in the seventh 
to pull away and make the final 
9-2. Cowboy starter Irvin Chavez 
was knocked out of the box after 
Pettenuzzo and Gary Stewart led 
off the sixth with singles. Bob 
Whitney took over on the mound 
but proved to be more of an 
arsonist than fireman giving up 
three runs on three hits. I 
IMPEACHMENT??? 
LEARN THE TRUTH 
in 
NIXON 
The Man Behind The Mask 
By Gary Allen 
"The President Is obviously an un-free agent. Mr. Nixon gets the 
glory, gets to live in the White House, flies across the nation and the 
world In a giant jet, and makes numerous decisions a.nd appointments, 
'but the real· power lies with a clique based in New York." 
Chapter 2, page 52 
AMERICAN OPINION BOOK STORE 
The TTUth In Time 
STORE HOURS 9 AM TO 6 PM WEEI<DA YS • WEDNESDA V TO 9 PM 
I 
Dus.t and wind is as 
commonplace at Lobo Field as 
baseball games but both 
Albuquerque specialties held off 
until the final innings of 
Saturday's second game. One of 
the biggest crowds ever at Lobo 
Field attended Friday's opener as 
Alan Hunter had a couple of 
good stops at third but the 
defensive gem of the game was by 
catcher Stewart. The Cowboy's 
Jim Healy tried to score from 
third on a fly ball to medium left 
in the second innin~t. 
l!!!!! .. ~!!.!!.!:.~mnmol 1 no Phone265-4176 ........................ "''"• 
Netters Fall 
UNM s tennis team dropped 
three of four matches and finished 
eighth in the 16-team Corpus 
Christi Intercollegiate Tennis 
Tournament over the weekend. 
Houston and SMU were the top 
finishers. 
Thursday, UNM opened with a 
6-3 win over Pan American then 
was bianked by powerful 
Houston, 9-0. Friday, Texas A&M 
defeated UNM 7-2 in the loser's 
bracket and Saturday the Lobos 
fell to Rice, 7 ·2. 
The only Lobo to win three 
matches was Brad Coleman, 
UNM's no. one singles man. 
Senior Hernando Aguirre did not 
compete in the tourney for UNM. 
He was left in Albuquerque 
because of disciplinary reasons. 
Gymnastics 
UNM s women gymnastics team 
won the beginners division and 
the advanced division (by default) 
in a triangular meet with Adruns 
State College and NMSU Saturday 
in Johnson Gym. Adams State 
took the intermediate 
competition. 
Susie ·Mohr won the floor 
exercise, parallel bars, and 
vaulting on her way to the 
beginner's all·around title. 
The meet is the only home 
competition for UNM this year. 
Next weekend the gymnasts take 
part in the southern division 
·regional meet of the 
Intermountain Conference at 
Alamosa. 
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Pettenuzzo Power: Lobo 
rightfielder Mike Pettenuzzo had 
the winning hit, an inside the 
park homerun, in the baseball 
team's 9-2 victory over 
Highlands Friday at Lobo Fil!ld. 
and two-thirds innings of hitless 
ball. Don Junick hurled the last 
inning for UNM. 
"Johnson didn't pitch as well as 
he could," Lobo Coach Bob Leigh 
said, "but he developed a Sore arm 
and that's why I took him out. 
Seaman . pitched very well; he 
didn't give up a hit. I took him 
out because his shoulder tightened 
up; he injured it in a P.E. 
gymnastics class last semester." 
Rightfielder Mike Pettenuzzo 
broke a 2-2 deadlock with an 
inside the park homerun in the 
Rich Olson had a good early 
season outing on the mound in 
Saturday's first game giving up 
two runs and four hits in six 
innings. UNM gave him a 6·0 lead 
with three runs in the second and 
three more in the fourth, Lloyd 
Thompson, who had six RBI for 
the series, blasted an inside the 
park homerun to left with two on 
in the fourth. Jim Weber pitched 
the final frame for UNM in the 
seven inning game. 
In Saturday's second game, the 
score was knotted 1·1 going into 
the sixth. In that frame Highlands 
knocked out Lobo starter Don 
Miller with a homerun, triple, and 
single and went on to score four 
runs. UNM came right back and 
gave the same treatment to 
Cowboy starter Bob Froio with 
four runs of its own in the bottom 
half of the sixth, the key hit being 
Bill Piskorski's two-run single. 
UNM plays a doubleheader in 
Las Cruces against New Mexico 
State Tuesday. Ron Adair and Jim 
Weber have been given the starting 
nod by Coach Leigh. 
Friday (UNM 9 NMHU 2) 
123456789rbe 
NMHU 0 () 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 4 
UNM 1 1 0 0 1 2 4 0 x 9 16 1 
WP-Seamen (1·0) LP-<lhavez (0·1) 
HR-Pettenuzto (UNM) 
Saturday (ONM 6 NMHU 2) 
1234567rhe 
NMHU 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 5 2 
UNM . 0 a o 3 o 0 x 6 6 1 
WP~OJson <1·0) LP-Jones (0-1) 
HR-Thompson (UNM) 
Saturday (NMHU 6 UNM 5) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 r h e 
NMHU o 0 0 o 1 4 0 1 6 9 1 
UNM 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 5 12 2 
WP-H ickey (1-0) LP-Miltenberger (0·1) HR-Healy (NMHU) 
!lnuutuiu <ttbulet 
Discover the World of Backpacking 
1406 Eubank Blvd., N.E. 298-4296 
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend. 
Look Into The 
Arena's Seating 
The Lobos are the UNM basketball team, and now 
WAC champion right? We are the students of UNM, 
right? Therefore it's primarily our team right? So 
certainly there should be no reason why any student 
should not be allowed to watch a game played by his 
team right? 
Wrong. Intercollegiate athletics are big business. It 
may look like a sport, but the name of the game is 
money. Every UNM student pays a mandatory athletic 
fee that helps pay for these teams, but still we get the 
shaft from the dollar-conscious moguls who obviously 
put consideration for the UNM students way down the 
ladder. 
Students who got to the Arena an hour and a half 
before Saturday's championship game got seats about 
20 rows from the top. Those who were foolish enough 
to get there only 45 minutes before gametime were 
standing. Fifteen minutes later you couldn't even see 
from a standing spot. 
There's no reason in the world (except the obvious 
one: money) why every UNM student who wants to see 
a game shouldn't be able to. But the Athletic 
Department makes an "estimate" for every game as to 
how many students they think will attend that-
·game-then they sell the remaining seats to 
non-students. It's easy to see why the estimates are 
often far too low: it means that many more "paying" 
customers that they can sell student seats to. 
A time should be set-possibly, a half hour before 
every game-so that every student who shows up at the 
~rena before that deadline will be able to get a seat. 
Then, sell what remains instead of the other way 
around, as it has been. 
If intercollegiate athletics at UNM are going to be run 
strictly as a business, with students receiving little 
consideration, then let's get it out in the open. Stop 
forcing students to support the business which screws 
them with their mandatory athletic fees. 
Who To Believe 
The noose may be tightening around the President's 
neck as the indictments against seven of his former aides 
were returned last week by a federal grand jury. Besides 
the fact that the indictments were against the men who 
ran the United States~namely Mr. Ehrlichman and Mr. 
Haldeman-the grand jury apparently chose to believe 
John Dean's story over that of Haldeman's. 
But the man who has the White House runfling scared 
right now is Judge John Sirica. He has possession of the 
grand jury evidence and he could turn that over to the 
House Judiciary Committee, make it public or refuse to 
release it to anyone. 
There's a strange kind if irony in the present 
situation. One possible ground for impeachment is abuse 
of power, but the man with the power to start the 
whole process is not an elected official, but a judge. 
Taking into account President Nixon's campaign 
promises of giving the courts more power to act, it will 
be interesting to see just what Judge Sirica does with the 
evidence of the grand jury. 
'THERE WILL BE NO RECESSION. THERE WILL BE NO RECESSION. 
THERE WILL BE NO RECESSION. THERE WILL BE NO RECESSION • • • • 
Letters~~~~~~~~~ 
The Grading Proposal And Gl Benefits 
As coordinator for Veterans Against Abolition of 
the F (VAAF), I would like to request that 
members of the Committee to Study Grading 
Concerns, members of the Faculty Policy 
Committee and all faculty members supporting the 
proposal to abolish the F be awarded an F for 
effort. This award should, of course, not be entered . 
on their permanent records, rather "no entry" 
should be recorded as though they had never 
registered their opinion. The replacement of the F 
with "no entry" allows the faculty member to 
explore new possibilities without fear of penalty. 
This proposal will avoid the placement of an 
albatross around the neck of those faculty members. 
Why should one be asked to assume responsibility? 
My proposal is not presented as a logically 
defensible, complete and satisfactory solution for all 
the problems associated with evaluating faculty 
members. It is presented as a workable system. On 
the other hand, I would like to request that all F's 
earned by UNM undergraduates continue to be 
centered on their permanent records. Let the grade 
Feels The Choice 
Should Be His 
I made all of those grades on MY transcript and I 
should be the one who decides what happens to 
them! The editing of transcripts should be an 
individual's choice. If I want to remove the F's on 
my transcript and Kit Goodfriend doesn't, we 
should be able to .. All that Kit would probably ask is 
that some differentiation be made between an 
original (his) and an edited one {mine). 
Prof. Merkx states that we work better under 
evaluation .. Small wonder. I've always done better 
"under evaluation" ~because I was scared that my 
"evaluators" would threaten or hurt me in some 
form or manner. I didn't care what I was doing, 
only that I did it well enough to please "them " 
The classroom is no place for "evaluators." If a 
professor can't maintain class attendance because 
he's a bore, he should be canned or perhaps laughed 
out of the classroom, as has happened before. 
If, on the other hand, the student isn't into the 
subject enough to at least be able to follow the 
professor in his teachings, then perhaps he (the 
student) is at fault. In either case one can see that a 
compromise must be reached in the student-teacher 
relationship before the learning process can begin. 
Of course, in order to reach such an agreement, 
the teacher has to know most of his students on at 
least a vaguely personal level, something which can't 
occur in'most classrooms. One also has to take into 
account the maturity of the individuals involved. 
We reach the conclusion that the learning 
experience is composed of many things. To base its 
analysis on fear is to mock that which college stands 
for-or rather that which college should stand for. 
David C. Maier 
of "no entry" remain the privilege of faculty 
members. 
I request that an earned F remain a part of the 
student's permanent record because an F can be 
considerably less expensive than the grade of "no 
entry" for the large part of the student body 
receiving Veterans Administration Educational 
Benefits (GI Bill). In fact, a veteran could be forced 
to pay the equivalent of tuition several times if the 
grade of "no entry" goes into effect. The monthly 
VA educational payment is determined by the 
number of hours taken by the student veteran. 
Twelve hours is considered a full course load and 
entitles the veteran to full benefit payments. 
Payments are cut appreciably when a veteran is 
registered for eleven hours or less. At the beginning 
of each semester the veteran must submit the list of 
courses for which he is registered to the VA. At the 
end of the semester the University Records Office 
must confirm the number of course hours taken by 
the veteran to the VA. Passage of the "no entry" 
proposal will mean that· the veteran will have no 
proof of registration for a course in which he earned 
the grade of F. Rather, the vetera.n's permanent 
record will indicate to the VA that he has lied about 
his course load. If a "no entry" grade causes the 
University to report a course load different from 
that reported by the veteran at the beginning of the 
semester, the veteran wi II be forced to refund a 
commensurate portion of his benefit payments. In 
effect the grade of "no entry" on his permanent 
record denies the veteran a receipt for the tuition he 
has paid, and for the veteran such a receipt is 
necessary to insure his VA benefit payments. 
In their bemuddled proposal to throw a soporific 
palliative to undergraduate students, members of 
the faculty have chosen to intensify the punitive 
effects of the grading system for approximately 
2,500 UNM students. If the proposal passes, these 
faculty members,. without fail, will be committing 
genocide. 
C. Maddox 
Eliminating The 
"F" And The· "D" 
I must admit this is in direct response to Kit 
Goodfriend's letter of Feb, 28. I 'felt Kit summed 
up, relatively well, the emotional and factual 
opposition to the proposed "F" elimination. 
Perhaps calling the grading change immoral is 
stepping out on the proverbial limb wearing roller 
skates, but it does reflect a certain emotional 
involvement, which is good. 
I would suggest that instead of eliminating the F 
from our grading system, we eliminate both the "F" 
and "D." I say this only to improve the type of 
evaluation already in effect. The decreasing number 
(Contillued on page 7) 
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find out what he knows. If I'm not mistaken, at 
least the. medical school does that now-so what's 
the big change? The student still has to have the 
same number of credits to graduate. Why kick 
someone in the ego when you can more effectively 
hit him in the pocketbook? The tuition is the same 
regardless. 
Mideast Lecture Set 
(continued from page 6) 
of D's and F's can be attributed to one of two 
things. 
"Arab· Israel Relations: On the Road to Peace?" is the topic of 
a le!'ture to be gi~en by a University of Tel Aviv history professor 
tomght at 8 p.m. 111 Room 122 of NOJ·throp Hall. 
Dr. Arn<?n Gutfeld, 34, fought on the Syria front dUl'ing the 
October Mideast war. He also has taught a course on "The U.S. 
Involvement in the Mideast" at the Israeli Staff and Command 
College. 
Students today are doing better work than ever 
before. 
Professors are reluctant to give. D's and F's. · 
Assumir.Jg the former is the case, the whole grade 
discussion is inane, as the standards aren't 
dropping-the student is getting better. Now, if for 
the sake of argument, we consider the latter, the 
first question that kicks me in the teeth is why are 
some professors rel\,lctant to give D's and F's. 
Perhaps in fact there are indeed some negative 
conno'tations to the above. Could it be some 
professors actually realize that with even a few "bad 
Michael T. Get·ety Gutfeld also will speak to a westem U.S. histO!'Y seminar dul'ing his visit to UNM. 
Academic Parasites A Tel Aviv native, Dr. Gutfeld received bachelors and master's cl0grees at the Uniwrsity of Montana and a history doctorate from the University of,Palifornia at Los Angeles . 
· grades" a student's chances of getting into graduate 
school are lessened drastically. Who wants to be the 
dude that stamps you with the scarlet letter. 
I would say in the interest of fairness, drop both 
the "F" and "D," and unless a student does 
satisfactory work, don't give him anything. No one 
is hurt and no one has to do the nasty deed. I realize 
those of us that love the birch rod must suffer 
some-but at least it's in the interest of society in 
general. And it's not like we'd give up the stick 
entirely-the outside world is quite capable of 
administering the same sweet stinging pain. Waiting 
a while will give you a chance to savour it more 
anyway. 
At any rate, 'the C would then be able to once 
again be the average grade, and those who didn't 
quite make it would, without the discouragement of 
an For even a D, might be able to grit their teeth 
and do it again. They might even do better the 
second time. 
This would make the selection of graduate 
students somewhat easier as it would eliminate the 
necessity for listening to students lament their 
childhood traumatic experiences. All graduate 
school would have to do is talk to the student to 
In response to Kit Goodfriend's letter in 
Thursday's Lobo: Ms. Goodfriend claims that the 
university's not giving F's will cheapen her 
transcript and hurt her chances of getting into 
graduate school. She seems to want the universitY 
to give F's so that she can have a better chance of 
admission. It seems strange that she would want to 
receive F's in order to better her chances. Indeed, 
most students who want to go to graduate school 
rarely get F's or even moderately low grades at all. 
Thus, it seems that Ms. Goodfriend would like the 
university to give F's to other people so that her A's 
and B's will look good. And if she is getting 
relatively high grades anyway, what other people in 
the 'university get doesn't really matter. It all seems 
somewhat pointless. 
A sort of academic parasitism arises in Which 
those students who are able to get good grades feed 
off the failures of others. Very interesting. 
Timothy Hampton 
About 
People 
By UNITED PRESS 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOLLYWOOD-Blind singer 
Stevie Wonder captured four 
Grammys and Roberta Flack and 
her hit, "Killing Me Softly," also 
took top honors in the annual 
presentation of Grammy Awards. 
NEW 
SPRING 
FLOWERS 
Wonder, who was involved in a 
near fatal car accident last 
summer, Won Grammys for best 
album "Innervisions," male pop 
vocal "You Are The Sunshine Of 
My Life" and male rhythm and 
blues vocal and song 
"Superstition." 
The winners were announced, 
both in Hollywood and New 
York, at the National Academy of 
Recording Arts and Sciences' 16th 
Annual Award Presentations 
carried on national television 
Saturday night. 
Miss Flack, whose "Killing Me 
Softly" was named "Best Single 
Record Her song, "The First 
Time Ever I Saw Your Face," was 
a Grammy winner last year. 
Other major awards went to 
Bette Midler Best New Artist for 
her ''jitterbugging" rendition of 
1940s tunes; Neil Diamond, Best 
Sound Track (Jonathan 
Livingston Seagull); Gladys 
Knight and the Pips, Best Pop 
Vocal Group and Best Rhythm 
and Blues Vocal Group. 
Best Classical Album was Pierre 
Boulez's "Bartok; Concerto For 
Orchestra," which also won top 
classical performance by an 
orchestra, the New York 
Philharmonic. 
by 
cArt Carved 
PERFIDIA 
Perfidia by ArtCarved. 
Stylized floral design in a 
dramatic antique finish. 
The fashionable look·of 
today. From our complete 
ArtCarved collection. 
Come in soon and our 
trained personnel will help 
you select a matched set. 
9lic&J~~~5.00 
rfeweler 
(/'"'' 8204 Menaul NE 
March 5 • March 9 
With an eye on what's happening 
today and a wit unmatched in 
today's entertainment, David 
Steinberg is an incomparable 
commedian. David Steinberg, 
off.beat, racy, outrageous, estab· 
lishment·baiting, will make you 
laugh about today. 
Shows at 9:30 and 11:30 each 
night. $5.00 cover charge 
($1.50 Friday and Saturday!. 
for RESERVATIONS call 
PEC Presents 
March 7 
Johnson Gym 
nberg 
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION 
l)nrld ('ln!JIIIII"'I'IIODUUI 
David Clayton· Thomas former lead 
singer with Blood, Sweat & Tears, 
makes music to charge your soul! 
March 4 · March 9 
And now you can enjoy after·hours 
food and entertainment at the 
Terrace Late Show. Til 6 a.m.-
entertainment. 2 to 5 a.m. -in 
the Terrace Room. 
Leonard Bernstein's "Bizet: 
Carmen" album with the 
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra was 
named "Best Opera Recording. 
Master Charge-BankAmericard 
Extended Credit Terms 
\ 
243·B661ext, 1104 
University at Menaul NE • Albuquerque. New Mextco 
..ill.T·o"W INN~L. 
~. ~~-~ or,erated by Metro Inns Manaqement Company 
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Reason To Be·Paranoid ... 1 o b otomizing, or shock treatment-such as in the case of Sylvia Plath?" 
"Listen, Do you lmow what the 
majority of doctors reports say (Continued from page 2) 
Washington, D.C. so that only 
certain officials have access 'to 
these sources of information and 
therefore can manipulate them 
without check from the citizenry, 
thtm how can there be objective 
reportage?" 
"First of all, there is no such 
thing as reportage that is 
completely objective, there is 
always a slant. Each paper is going 
to report a story a different way, 
none of them completely 
objective. The Associated Press 
will mangle and shit a story to 
pieces, I guess one of the reasons 
is that reporters are terribly lazy 
and are so overworked they end 
up copying press releases. 
"Is there any way of getting 
around reporting that repeats 
press release lies?" 
"I think reporters should try 
putting their stories into some 
context and not merely be a 
loudspeaker by taking somebody's 
verbal crime and broadcasting it 
across the country. A little 
interpretation, no matter how 
slanted, is needed," 
Someone had already taken 
over the bar for me by this time, 
so I went across the room and 
buttonholed Dr. Towery. 
"Excuse me, earlier this 
afternoon at the press conference 
you said that the majority of the 
psychosurgical cases were women, 
Could this have any relation to 
this society's view of women as 
being docile? When women have 
violent and aggressive tendencies, 
are they riper material .for 
after a woman has gone through 
psychosurgery?" 
"No." 
"They say, 'She has returned 
horne and become a good 
housewife.' " 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
"These goddarnn 
psychosurgeons, when they 
publish their shit, never give case 
material that is pertinent. Take-
the case of Thomas R. The report 
said his side effects were 'slight 
impotence.' We found out that he 
was totally incapacitated. The 
doctor who did the operation was 
totally incompetent, 
"Thomas R. was a 45 year-old 
engineer who reportedly was 
prone to epilepsy and violent 
outbursts. His doctor believed 
there was a connection between 
epilepsy and violence, We know 
for a fact that there is no 
connection, Anyway, the doctor 
operated on his brain. Afterwards 
he turned out to exhibit violent 
tendencies. We found out that 
there was never a whole lot of 
evidence of violence on Thomas 
R. 's part until he was operated 
upon." 
Rates: lOt per word, $1.00 minimum. 
Terms: Payment must be made In full 
prior to insertion of advertisement, 
Where:, Journalism Building, Room 206 .• 
or b11 mail 
Classified Advertising 
UNM P.O. Box 20 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131 
1) PERSONALS 
SUICIDE Is a permanent solution to 
temporary problems, We'll listen. 
AGORA. 277-3013. 3/15 
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You 
have friends who care at Birthright. 
247-9819. 
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally 
Lobo, Apply in persD11 at tbe Lobo, room 
168 of Student Publications. 
RUSSIA BY TRAIN. UNM summer 
course, June 13-Ju)y U. Application 
deadline soon. More info at International 
Office, 1'117 Roma NE or call 266-6812 
after 3 pm. 3/6 
2) LOST.& FOUND 
FOUND: Identification cards & driver's 
license for Theresa Engler. Claim in 
Journnlism room 205. 3/8 
FOUND: Turquoise necklace in Lecture 
Hall. Call Byron between 4 and 8 at 
842-2300. 3/6 
FOUND: Coin purse containing keys and 
money at Stanford & Silver. Identify & 
claim. rm 206 Journalism. 
3) SERVICES 
BABYSITTING-at my home. Ages 1-3. 
Monday thru Friday. 255-3436. 3/8 
FARMER'S INSURANCE GROUP-fire, 
renter's, auto, commercial, life, call Joe 
Allen, 292-0511. · 3/6 
LANDSCAPING - Low monthly rntes, 
clearan~P.!!_!. ~Jm •. ~!:~8EB:901!. ~'V] 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM carbon-
ribbon: guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable 
ratCI!I, 298-'7147. 2/16 
HYPNOSIS: A scientific mental techniqUe 
Cor study-improvement, confidence, and 
control. For a frt'C informative brochure 
write or call: Center for Hypnosis, 
Lomas Medical Office Plaza, Suite 210, 
10701 Lomas N.E., A1bu(luerque, N.M. 
87112. 292-0370. 3/14 
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS, Eng. 
liah or Western style. Beautiful trails, 
close-in. Knowledgeable instructors. 344-
5938._. 3/4 
IMAGES-PORTRAIT. PASSPORT, BP· 
plication photographs. Close, quick, sane. 
2312·A Central SE. Behind Butterfields. 
266-9967. 6/3 
3) SERVICES 
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School 
Clinical Program offers legal services 
for students and staff. Furnished by 
qualified law students under faculty su-
pervision. Availability limited to those 
whose assets and Income do not exceed 
established guidelines. 50¢ registration 
fee. Call 277-2913 or 277-3604 for in· 
formation and appointm..:nts. Sponsored 
by Associated Students of UNM. tfn 
4) FOR RENT 
LEAD & ASH SE, Lucayn House Apart-
ment.~. Full security, all utilities paid, 
efficiency, $126/mo. 1-bdrrn $168/mo. 
2-bdrm $186/rno. Call Jim at 843-7632 
or 266·9593, tfn 
ON.E DORM fumil!hed. For couple or one 
single. 324 Penn, NE. $120, 6-month 
lease and deposit. 242-2211. tfn 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - 3 
blocks from UNM. Own room, $50. 842-
0820. 3/G 
BOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe 
Style-1 & 2 Bds. Furn. & Unfurn.· 
Utilities included, Pool, gas bnrbcque, 
Iorge bnlconlcs, sauna, ref. nlr, 10 min. 
from UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From 
$160.00. 8201 Marquette NE-266·6071. 
Students & professors welcome Ill 
---NEW - Two bedroom £urnishe<l apart-
ments, security bldg., laundry, 4 blocks 
UNM, 419 Vassar SE, The Zodiac, 255· 
6780. 3/6 
ONE, TWO & THREE Room efficiency 
apartment. 3-bdrm house, furnishe1l ncar 
<lowntown nncl University, 242-'1814. 3/G 
TliE ClTADEi~:-;ifnciency nnd ~~;bed. 
room, reasonable rents £rom $130, mod 
furnishings nnd shng carpeting, deluxe 
electric kitchen, swimming pool, recrea· 
tion room, card room, pool table, secur-
ity guards, walking distance to UNM, 
1520 University NE, 243·2494, 4/12 
----~·-- -- --·"· COLUMBIAN-WEST. 1 block to UNM, 
new & beautiful spacious luxury apart-
ments. 209 Columbia S.E. 1 & 2 bed-
rooms, furnished & bills paid, from 
$165.00. Recreation rooms, swimming 
pool, dishwashers, disposers, security and 
rt>!rig. air. Mgr. 268-8934 or 268-
1006. 2/27 
5l FOR SALE 
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. '66 CHEVELLE, 55,000 original mileage, 
Lowest prices In town, fast, pleasing. nir·eonllitioncd, $400, 1811 Silver Ave. 
Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to SE, #2. 3/8 
1717 Girard N.E. "' 
Candidate Petitions for 
ASUNM President, Vice-President, 
and Senators are available in 
the ASUNM Government Office. 
Deadline: March 13 5:00 pm 
No late petitions will be accepted. 
ASVNM Elections Commission 
All-Beethoven 
Evening 
"Emperor~~ & "Eroica" 
Albuquerque Symphony 
Orchestra 
Repeat Concert 
FRIDAY, MARCH 8 
8: 15 pm Popejoy Hall 
Tickets Available at Popejoy Hall 
Box Office and A.S.O. Office 
120 Madeira N.E. No. 306-256-3689 
caricature by Pat Trujillo 
5) FOR SALE 
. -
YAMAHA FLUTE, excellent condition. 
$140 or best offer. 277-36.74, !Jo~~ 
1965 CHRYSLER, new radiala and batterY, $276, runs well 268-4780. 3/7 
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-Wilson rncnuets, 
balls, shirts and shorts now on sale at 
The Bike Shop, 823 Yale Vlvd. SE. 842-
- 9100. Hours 9:30-G:OO Mon,•Sat. 3/5 
WHILE THEY LAST. Back issues of the 
Daily Lobo arc sold for 10~ each in Stu. 
dent Publirations Business Office room 
205, Journalism Buildfn~r. 
CONTRACEPTIVES FOR MEN-by mall! 
Eleven top brands - Trojan, Conture, 
Jade, and many more. Three samples: $1, Twelve assorted samples: $3. Free 
"It sounds eerie." 
"I'll tell you, psychiatrists have 
more power than anybody else in 
this society-they can mutilate 
somebody's brain. The whole trip 
is that these pigs have this whole 
new-speak language and 
everybody reveres them as gods 
because they can't comprehend 
them.'; 
As the party continued, the 
talk got louder and the guzzling 
swifter. I wasn't in the mood for 
being convivial, so I stopped bar 
tending and asking questions, 
choosing instead, to sit in the 
corner and brood. 
"Freedom is the permission to 
be alive!" I heard someone yell. 
Everybody laughed. 
illustration catalogue with every order. 
Plain package assures privacy. Fast and G l(J ~ d 
reliable service. Satisfaction guaranteed e r~ 0 r 
or your money refunded in full. Poplan, I U I 1 
Box 2556-CLS/167, Chapel Hill, NC 
27514. 2/11 P H 0 EN I X , A R I Z . -Vice 
BICYCLES I DICYCI:.ES I We welcome President Gerald Ford wound up 
trade-ins I Dring that old clunker in and th d f If' t' d 
ride away on a new Gitane-from $94,50. - ree ays o go mg vaca 1on an 
The Dike Shop, 823 Yale Blvd. SE. 842- political speeches Stmday and was 
9100. Houl'8 9 :30·6 :00 Mon.-Sat. 3/5 scheduled to move on to Denver 
PADDLE BALL RACQUETS-always on C 1 ' 
special at The Bike Shop, 823 Yale Blvd. 0 0 • 
SE. 842-9100. Houl'8 9:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat. Ford played his third round of 
=-=-::-::-:-:::~=-:-:-::"---:-::-::-_,;3::...::/5 golf under the Arizona sunshine 
OLIN MARK Il's, 195. em,. skied on 4 Sunday w· t"th Rep J. ohn Rhodes 
times, sell for $125, contact Larry White: • · ' 
266·0403. 3/4 R·Ariz., who succeeded him as 
TROMBONE FOR SALE. Used one year. House Minority Leader. 
Call 265·5496. The Vice President made two 
6) EMPLOYMENT public appearances in Phoenix, 
2 BILlNGUAL MEN needed as night at-
tendents in mortuary: Must be veey re-
spoflsible. Kitchen and laundrY service 
included. Call 247-4124, 
7) MISCELLANEOUS 
WATERBED/FRAME WANTED. Call af'· 
ter 10 :00 pm or Friday /Sunday, 266· 
7683. 3/8 
FREE to a good horne, 2-yr•old female 
cockapoo. Needs a lot of love. Doesn't 
shed, ho119ebroken. Please call 299-0932. 
3/7 
THUNDERDffiD MAGAZINE is taking 
~ubmissions for the next issue. Bring 
them to room 205 Journalism. 
J.-•1-
.. I •{\ .:_ 
.• ·;A:. 
-.1\.:. I I .. 
addressing a fund-raising dinner 
Friday and then mPeting with 600 
GOP party workers Saturday. 
Dr. Lee Salk 
NEW YORK-Pediatric;:ian Dr. 
Lee Salk says the Watergate 
revelations are causing harm to 
America's children, 
Salk, director of pediatric 
psychology at the New York 
Hospital-Cornell Medical Center, 
said . in a. magazine ar.ticle t~at 
many parents have . wr1tten h1m 
claiming that their children are 
reacting unfavorably to the whole 
Watergate situation. 
i fiiM.EiiGtlf. 
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7:3o 99¢With Claire 
10.00 & Buster Keaton 
·DON PANCHO'S 
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414 
Candidates 
(continued from page 1) 
z 
gubernatorial and lieutenant ~ 
gubernatorial nominations have g::: 
be en invited to speak around ~ 
noon on the mall, where ASUNM ... 
will be selling ten cent hot dogs 8 
from 11 a.m to 2 p.m d 
Arlene Cinelli, ASUNM public ~ 
information director, said these 
candidates have made~ 
commitments, some tenative, to ~0 be present: 
For governor-Democratic f 
candidate Jerry Apodaca,. 11 g. 
a.m.-1 p.m Drew ~Cloud, 11-2; 
and Boston Witt, .11·1. ~~ 
Republican candidates: Hamilton S 
Rogers and Jack Eastman will be "'~ ~ 
around for most of the day. 
For lieutenant governor: 
Republican candidate Virgil 
Rhoades and Democratic 
candidates Fred Chavez, Les 
Houston and Herbert H. Hughes. 
For U.S. House of 
Representatives: Roberto 
Mondragon, if he can get back 
from Denver in time. 
For Secretary of State: Betty 
McDaniel Lujan. 
For Attorney General: 
Democratic candidates Tony 
Anaya and Frederick Howden. 
For State Corporation 
Commission: Democratic 
candidates Keith Dotson and C. 
R. Rudolph. 
Greer Garson 
DALLAS-Police said Sunday 
they have no firm clues in 
connection with the $100,000 
burglarizing of the penthouse 
apartment of former movie star. 
Greer Garson and another in the 
same building in which a 78-carat 
diamond ring was reported stolen.· 
While Miss Garson, now the 
wife of oilman E. E. "Buddy" 
Fogelson, reported only some 
$2,000 worth of silver and gold 
missing, Mts, L. Storey Stemmons 
was not so fortunate. 
The real estate executive's wife 
said among 11 pieces of jewelry 
missing were the 78-carat ring, a 
diamond pendant of more than 6 
carats and a set of 2'h carat 
earrings. 
Students interested ln participating 
in an exchange program with Chib 
Wesleyan Univ. in photography to be 
held April 24-May 4, should submit 
prints to the ASA Gallery, NW corner 
of the SUB no later than Fri., April 1. 
DO YOU NEED 
CASH? 
Ean 110·• Wllk 
'IIIII twiCI WlllciJ 
BLOOD 
PLASMA 
DONOR CENTER 
8 am to 5 pm 
Taesday - Saturday 
DOCTOR IN 
RESIDENCS 
842-6991 
ALBUQUERQUf 
1307 CENTRAL NE 
J 
.. 
